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In Revit, you can use annotation to enhance construction 
documents with dimensions, text notes, keynotes, tags, 
and symbols.

Annotation include the following:

      Dimensions

       Details

       Text

      Tags

      Keynotes

      Color Schemes

      Symbols

Annotation
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Dimensions show measurements in a project.

To place a dimension on a component, use the 
Dimension tool:

Annotate tab       Dimension panel

You can select from aligned, linear (horizontal or vertical 
projection of a component), angular, radial, diameter, 
or arc length permanent dimensions.

Aligned

Click Annotate tab       Dimension panel       Aligned 

You can specify the following in the Options Bar:

Annotation 
Select Wall centerlines, Wall faces, Center of core, and 
Faces of core. For example, if you select wall centerlines, 
the cursor first snaps to the centerline of a wall when you 
place it over the wall.

Pick Individual Reference or Entire Walls to place a dimension 
on a wall with one click.

If Entire Walls is selected, you can specify the Auto 
Dimension Options

Dimensions
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Place the cursor at a reference point on an element, such 
as a wall. The reference point highlights if you can place 
the dimension there.

Tip: You can cycle through the different reference points 
by pressing Tab. A blue dot reference displays at 
intersections of geometry. A gray square reference 
displays at any intersection of internal wall layers.

Click to specify the reference.

Place the cursor on the desired location of the next 
reference point, and click.

As you move the cursor, a dimension line displays. You 
can continue to select multiple references, if desired.

When you have reached the last reference point, move 
the cursor away from the last component and click.

The permanent aligned dimension displays.

Annotation 
Dimensions
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Linear

Add a linear dimension to a drawing to measure between 
2 points.
 
Click Annotate tab       Dimension panel       Linear

Place the cursor at a reference point on an element, such 
as a wall or a line, or at the intersection of references, 
such as a join between 2 walls.

The reference point highlights if you can place the 
dimension there. You can switch through the different 
reference points of intersections by pressing Tab.

Click to specify the reference.

Place the cursor on the desired location of the next 
reference point, and click.

As you move the cursor, a dimension line appears. You 
can continue to select multiple references, if desired.

Annotation 
After selecting a second reference point, press Spacebar 
to align the dimension to the vertical or horizontal axis.

When you have reached the last reference point, move 
the cursor away from the last element, and click.

The dimension displays.

Dimensions
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Angular

You can place angular dimensions on multiple reference 
points sharing a common intersection. 

Radial

Add a radial dimension to a drawing to measure the 
radius of an arc.

Diameter

Use a diameter dimension in a drawing to measure the
diameter of a circle or arc. 

Arc Length

You can dimension arc walls or other arc elements to 
obtain the overall length of the wall.

Annotation 
Dimensions
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Annotation
Detail Components

Create and load custom detail components to place in the 
detail. Detail components might be actual construction 
components, such as structural steel, jambs, or metal studs. 
You can use Repeating Detail Components to repeat detail 
components along a path.

Revision Clouds

Add revision clouds to the current view or sheet to indicate 
design areas that have changed.

Detail Group

Places an instance of detail group in the view.

Insulation

Place insulation in a wall detail that shows all the material 
for the wall. For example, an exterior wall might include a 
layer of gypsum, insulation, metal studs, sheathing, air 
space, and brick.

To create details in a view, use tools on the Annotate tab.

Click Annotate tab       Detail panel

Detail Lines

Use detail lines to add information or sketch over existing
element.

Masking Region

Create masking regions to obscure elements in a view

Filled Region

Create detail filled regions and give them a fill pattern 
to represent various surfaces, including concrete or 
compacted earth.

Details

Detail
Line

Revision
Cloud

Detail

Detail
Group

InsulationComponentRegion

A
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Add explanatory, instructional, technical, or other text 
annotations to your drawings.

You can insert wrapping or non-wrapping text notes, 
which are measured in paper space and automatically 
scale with the view.
To document the design, add text notes to drawings, with 
or without leaders, use the Text tool on the Annotate tab.

Click Annotate tab       Text Notes panel

After adding a text note, you can edit it to change its 
position or format, add or adjust leaders, and make 
other changes.

Click Modify       Place Text tab and click the desired tool.

Annotation
Text

Text Find/
Replace

Check
Spelling

Text
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Annotation 

A tag is an annotation for identifying elements in a drawing.

Every category in the family library has a tag. Some tags 
automatically load with the default Revit template, while 
others you need to load. If desired, you can make your own 
tag in the Family Editor by creating an annotation symbol 
family. In addition, you can load multiple tags for a family.

Annotate tab        Tag panel        Tag by Category 

Annotate tab        Tag panel        Tag All

Tags
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Tag by Category

To apply tags to elements based on their categories, use 
the Tag by Category tool.

On the Options Bar specify following:

Set the orientation of the tag, select Vertical or Horizontal. 
After you place the tag, you can change its orientation by 
selecting the tag and pressing Spacebar.

If you want the tag to have a leader line, select Leader.

Specify whether the leader should have an Attached End 
or a Free End.

If desired, enter a value for the length of the leader in the 
text box next to the Leader check box.

Highlight the element to tag, and click to place the tag.

After the tag is placed, it is in edit mode and can be
repositioned. You can move the leader, text, and tag 
head arrow.

Annotation 
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Tag All

If some or all elements in a view do not have tags, you 
can apply tags and symbols to untagged elements in 
one operation.

Note: The desired tag families must be loaded into the 
project before using the Tag All Not Tagged tool.

To tag untagged elements open the view in which you 
want to tag elements.

Select one or more elements to tag. If you do not select 
elements, the Tag All Not Tagged tool will tag all elements 
in the view that are not already tagged.

Start the Tag All tool.

The Tag All Not Tagged dialog displays. You can specify 
the elements to tag.

You can tag all objects in current view, only selected 
objects and include elements from linked files.

Select one or more tag categories.

By selecting multiple tag categories, you can tag 
different types of elements (such as detail items and 
generic models) in one operation.

You can define to attach a leader, enter a leader length 
and select the Tag Orientation.

Click OK.

Revit tags elements of the selected family categories.

Annotation
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Keynote

Keynotes can be applied to an element, assigned to a 
material, or customized to provide required information.

All elements have a Keynote Type parameter. These can 
be supplied in advance using the Type Properties dialog, 
or selected when the tag is placed.

Symbols

Use the Symbol tool to place 2D annotation symbols in 
views of the project.

Annotate tab        Symbol panel

Annotation 
Color Schemes

You can create color schemes and apply color fills to 
provide a key to the different attributes associated 
with rooms, pipes, or ducts in a project.

Annotate tab       Color Fill panel

Symbol

Span Direction

Symbol

Beam

Stair Parh

Area

Path

Fabric



View tab       Create panel       Schedules drop-down
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You can display a lists of any type of element in a model.

A schedule is a tabular display of information, extracted 
from the properties of the elements in a project. A 
schedule can list every instance of the type of element you 
are scheduling, or it can collapse multiple instances onto 
a single row, based on the schedule's grouping criteria.

You can create a schedule at any point in the design 
process. As you make changes to the model that affect 
the schedule, it automatically updates to reflect those 
changes.

You can create the following schedules:

      Schedule/Quantities

      Graphical Column Schedule

      Material Takeoff

      Sheet List

      Note Block

      View List

Schedules 
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You can add a list of building element components to 
your model.

View tab       Create panel       Schedules drop-down       Schedule/Quantities. 

In the New Schedule dialog, specify the following:

Select a component from the category list. A default 
name appears in the Name text box, which you can 
change as necessary.

Select Schedule building components. Specify the phase.

Click OK.

Schedules 
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In the Schedule Properties dialog, you can specify the 
schedule properties.

Select Fields

      add or remove fields in the Schedule Fields list (1)

      move a field up or down in the list (2)

      combine parameters in a single field (3)

      modify or delete a combined parameter (4)

      add a custom field (5)

      modify or delete a custom field (6)

      create a field whose value is calculated from a 
      formula (7)

      create a field that is a percentage of 
      another field (8)

      include elements from linked models (9)

Schedules 

1

3

7/8

4/6
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Filter data to include in the schedule.

On the Filter tab of the Schedule Properties dialog, create 
filters that limit the display of data in a schedule.

Many types of scheduled fields can be used to create 
filters. Types include text, number, integer, length, area, 
volume, yes/no, level, and key schedule parameters.

Filtering is not supported for the following scheduled fields:

      Family

      Type
 
      Family and Type

      Area Type (in area schedules)

      From Room, To Room (in door schedules)

      Material parameters

Schedules 
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Sort and group data

On the Sorting/Grouping tab of the Schedule Properties 
dialog, you can specify sorting options for rows in a 
schedule, and add headers, footers, and blank lines to 
sorted rows.

      specify a sort field (1)

      add the sorting parameter value as a header for the 
      sort group (2)

      add footer information below the sort group (3)

      insert a blank line between sort groups (4)

      itemize every instance of an element in the schedule (5)

Schedules

2

3

5

4

1
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Format the schedule

On the Sorting/Grouping tab of the Schedule Properties 
dialog, you can specify sorting options for rows in a 
schedule, and add headers, footers, and blank lines to 
sorted rows.

      edit the title that appears above a column in a
      schedule (1)
      
      specify the orientation of a column heading on a 
      sheet only (2)

      align text in the rows under a column heading (3)

      format the units and appearance of numeric fields (4)

      display subtotals, minimum, maximum, or both for a 
      numeric column in a summary schedule (5)

      hide a field in a schedule (6)

      show condition format on sheet (7)

      highlight a cell in a schedule based on a set of 
      conditions (8)

Schedules 

1

5
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7
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8
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Change the schedule's appearance

On the Appearance tab of the Schedule Properties dialog 
(or the Material Takeoff Properties dialog), you can specify 
various formatting options, such as grid lines, outlines, 
and font style.

Schedules 
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In Revit, you create a sheet view for each sheet in the 
construction document set. You can then place multiple 
drawings or schedules on each sheet view.

Parts of a sheet

As you move a drawing or schedule onto a sheet, a 
viewport displays. A viewport is a representation of the 
drawing or schedule when it is placed on a sheet.

      Sheet (1)

      Project view (2)

      Title block (3)

Sheets

2 3

1
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Add a sheet

Click View tab        Sheet Composition panel        Sheet

In the New Sheet dialog, select a title block from the list.

If the list does not show the desired title block, click Load. 
In the Library folder, open the Titleblocks folder, or 
navigate to the folder where the title block resides. Select 
the title block to load, and click Open.

Sheets

Sheet
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Add Views to a Sheet

You can add one or more views of a building to a sheet, 
including floor plans, site plans, ceiling plans, elevations, 
3D views, sections, detail views, drafting views, and 
rendered views. Each view can be placed on one 
sheet only.

Note: You can also place legends and schedules 
(including view lists and sheet lists) on sheets. Legends 
and schedules can be placed on multiple sheets.

To add views to a sheet open the sheet.

       In the Project Browser, expand the list of views, locate 
      the view, and drag it onto the sheet.

      or

       Click View tab       Sheet Composition panel       Place View
 
      In the Views dialog, select a view, and click Add View 
      to Sheet.

Sheets
As you move the cursor over the sheet in the drawing 
area, a viewport for the selected view moves with it. 
Click to place the viewport in the desired location.

View
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Align Views on a Sheet

Guide grids help arrange views so that they appear in the 
same location from sheet to sheet.

To align views to grid lines on the current sheet open a
 sheet view and click:

View tab        Sheet Composition panel        Guide Grid

In the Assign Guide Grid dialog, select Create new, enter 
a name, and click OK.

Click and drag the extent controls to specify the extents 
of the guide grid.

Sheets
Select a placed viewport, and on the ribbon click Move.
Snap to the crop regions or datums in the viewports and 
move them into alignment with the guide grid lines to 
specify a precise location on the sheet.



Next Steps
Exercise Files Managing Documentation
Import/Link Files
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